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ABSTRACT

The relationship between internal precision and
input/output precision and the ratio of sample · frequency to
signal frequency has been described in qualitative terms
for the general case and in quantitative terms for many
special cases. This paper attempts to generate quantitative
--

approximate guidelines for the general case.
Lowpass and bandpass digital filters are implemented
using cascaded second order sections via a program that
varies the amount of internal precision available for the
emulation, and calculates the error produced compared to a
64 bit standard. The errors are plotted, and general
equations relating input/output precision and internal
precision and the ratio of sample frequency to signal
frequency and the order of the filter are developed for
both the bandpass and lowpass cases.
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I.

Introduction

The expanding borders of technology have invaded and
revolutionized many of the traditional concepts of our world.
Ideas that were once considered outlandish or beyond the
realm of realization have, within this generation, been
developed, and even manufactured on a large scale. The home
computer, for instance, was not even realistically considered
in 1950, and yet in 1985 they are commonplace in our society.
In the same manner, some of the technological capabilities
which once were the leading edge of technology are now
obsolete. The area of digital signal processing has not been
immune to the effects of this rapid growth in technology, and
the problems which are associated with it.
The advantages of using digital hardware, such as
reliability and repeatability, to perform signal processing
have encouraged manufacturers to produce digital signal
processing components with an increased signal bandwidth,
which has necessitated using higher sample frequencies in
the signal processing.

There has been much documented work

done which

the relationship between signal

inve~tigates

frequency and sample frequency • As the sample frequency to
signal frequency ratio increases, the sample period becomes
smaller, and consecutive sample values become closer in

2

value, resulting in a need to carry more bits of internal
precision in order to discriminate between the sample
values in the processing, while keeping the error to a
minimum.
A

simulation program is used to quantitatively evaluate

the amount of internal precision needed to limit the
input/output error to some maximum value, given a specified
sample frequency to signal frequency ratio. The evaluation
includes effects for a variety of filter implementations,
with differing order and type. Based on these simulations,
general rules for determining internal precision
requirements are proposed for use in filter design.
We will begin by reviewing the effects of quantization

on filter implementation, followed by an investigation of
the relationship of internal precision and the ratio of
sample frequency to signal frequency. Next, we will
introduce the emulation that was used on digital filters,
followed by the presentation and interpretation of the
results.

II. QUANTIZATION EFFECTS IN DIGITAL FILTERS
For a given digital filter architect ure, the effect of
finite word length results in three main sources of
error [l]:
1. Input quantization errors
2. Coefficient-quantization errors due to the finite
precision representat ion of filter coefficients
3. Arithmetic quantization errors due to the accumulation
of roundoff or truncation errors during arithmetic
. operations
If the input to a digital filter comes from an
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), there is an error
generated at the input due to the ADC having a limited
number of bits. (i.e., values that can represent the input).
An

ADC will sample an input, x(t), and will output in

digital form a quantized approximation to the input. The
accuracy is dependent on the number of bits carried by the
ADC, and quantization includes that part of the sampled
analog signal which cannot be represented by the truncated
bits. This trunciated quantized value, using b bits, can be
represented as Qbr(x(n)) by rounding, where r implies
rounding. The error due to the input is then:
3

4

er (n)

=

b
Q r(x(n)) - x(n)

(2.1)

The error due to the input roundoff error is considered to
be rando~, and it has a variance of (2- 2 b)/12.
The quantization of coefficients in digital filters
introduces an error in the amplitude response of the
filter [2].

Since coefficient quantization produces a

change in the filter response due to a shifting of the pole
locations, it is important to check the filter response
using the quantized coefficient values. To lessen the
sensitivity to coefficient quantization, the filter can be
designed with coefficient values such that quantization
errors are minimized by selecting coefficient values close
to the values available with the bits of internal
precision. Research performed by Avenhaus [3] and Crocbiere
[4] indicates that the coefficient quantization noise can
be reduced by a factor of two for each additional bit of
internal precision. Coefficient sensitivity is also related
to the order of the difference equation. As the order of
the difference equation increases, the sensitivity to the
accuracy of the coefficients also increases. It has been
shown that if a high order difference equation is
represented in ierms of two or more lower order sections,
such as second order sections, rather than a single high
order section, then this effect can be greatly reduced.

5

The quantization of products in digital filters
introduces quantization noise. As the results of the
multiplications and additions neccesary to implement the
digital filter are truncated or rounded because of the
limited number of internal precision bits, quantization
noise is generated. To maximize the signal to noise ratio,
this quantization noise must be kept as low as possible.
The type of arithmetic processing used to implement a
digital filter affects the quantization error produced. For
fixed point number systems there is no quantization
involved in addition, but care must be taken to avoid
overflow conditions. Multiplication of fixed point numbers,
however, may result in a product with more than the allowed
number of bits, producing either truncation or roundoff
errors. Floating point number systems have the potential
for quantization errors with addition and subtraction
operations, but avoid to a large degree the fixed point
number system problem with overflows. Floating point
systems typically have a smaller quantization noise error
than fixed point number systems, because of the automatic
scaling involved in the floating point number system.
Quantization errors are approximated by one of three
methods [5]. The LSB-1 method sets the least significant
bit to a value of 1, regardless of the value of bits beyond
the least significant bit, and truncates the bits beyond

6

the least significant bit. Thus, for a number represented
by b bits, the error function, e 1 , is limited by :
(2.2)

with an error probability density function as seen in
Figure 1, and a noise variance:
(2.3)

The truncation method drops the bits beyond the least
significant bit. For a number represented by b bits, the
error function, et' is bounded by:
-2

-b

< et

~

0

(2.4)

with an error probability density function as seen in
Figure 2, and a noise variance:
(2.5)

The rounding method adds 1 to the b+l bit, and then
truncates the bits beyond bit b. The error function, er' is
bounded by:
(2.6)

with an error pr6bability density function as seen in
Figure 3, and a noise variance of:
(2.7}
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Figure 1. LSB-1 Error Probability Density Function.
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Figure 3. Roundoff Error Probability Density Function.
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Both the LSB-1 and rounding methods can be represented in
terms of the truncation method and error terms, as seen in
Figure 4.
Quantization errors occur with internal variables as
well as with the filter inputs and coefficients. In the
ideal case, the variable vk(n) would be the sum of the
products of constants and variables, as seen in Figure

s.

In the actual realization of vk(n), Q(vk(n)), both the
coefficients and the variables are quantized before they
are multiplied together, either by truncation or rounding
or LSB-1. Depending on the hardware implementation of the
difference equation, one of two quantization choices can be
selected to produce the final quantization of vk(n),
Q(vk(n)). The individual products of the coefficients and
variables can be quantized, and then summed together to
produce Q(vk(n)), as seen in Figure 6. This method requires
no additional bits for the addition of the products,
although care must be taken to avoid overflows. The
individual products could also be added together first, and
then quantized to Q(vk(n)), as seen in Figure 7. This
require~

additional bits to be used in the addition of the

products before quantization occurs, which may involve
additional hardware. While the first method avoids this
hardware cost, it is also b (the number of bits) times as
noisy.

9
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Figure 5. Quantization Error Ideal Case
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Figure 6. Quantization Error Before Addition
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Figure 7. Quantization Error After Addition.

III. THE RELATIONSHIP OF INTERNAL PRECISION AND THE
RATIO OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY TO SAMPLE FREQUENCY

Before considering the effects of internal precision on
the ratio of signal frequency to sample frequency, the
concept of signal frequency should be described. The signal
frequency is the major signal frequency component or the
natural frequency of the system or model of interest. For
instance, in a lowpass filter the cutoff frequency may be
the signal frequency. On the other hand, a bandpass filter
with a narrow passband may have as its signal frequency the
center frequency, while for a wide passband bandpass
filter, the upper cutoff frequency may be the signal
frequency. The signal frequency does not have to be
associated with a filter, but could ·also represent the
natural frequency of an airplane or missile or some other
system.
Internal precision is one of the critical factors in
the implementation of the transfer function H(z). Given a
transfer function, H(z), such that
M
'°'
Li

m=O
H( z)

amz -m
( 3 .1)

=

N

22

n=O
12

13

If we allow x(k), with a z-transforrn X(z), to be the
input and y(k), with a z-t ransform Y(z), to be the output,
then, assuming that the

initi~l

N
"Li

M

L

Y(z ) =

am z -m X ( z)

conditions are set to zero,

-

rn=O

n=l

bn z -n Y(z)

( 3. 2)

In the time domain, equation (3.2) can be related as
N

M

L
m=O

y(k) =

a

m

L

x(k-m) -

n=l

bn y(k-n)

(3.3)

As the sample frequency increases in relation to a
given signal frequency, fsig' the requirements for internal
precision become more stringent. To illustrate this
principle, consider an example.
Example 1: Let M
y(k)

=

N

=2

in equation {3.3), yielding:

= a 0 x(k)

+ a 1 x(k-l) + a 2 x{k-2) - b 1 y(k-l) b2y(k-2)
(3.4)

y(k-1) =

Define 6yCk)

a0

x(k-1) + a 1 x(k-2) + a 2 x(k-3) - b 1 y(k-2)
- b2 y(k-3)
{3.5)

=

y{k) - y(k-1) and 6x(k) = x(k) - x{k-1)

Substituting equations (3.4) and (3.5) into the definition of
6y(k) yields:
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6y(k)

=

a 0 x(k) + (-a 0 + al) x(k-1) + (-a 1 + a 2 ) x(k-2)
+ (-a2) x(k-3) + (-bl) y(k-1) + (bl-b2) y(k-2)
+ (+b2) y(k-3)

( 3. 6)

6y(k) = a 06x(k) + a 16x(k-l) + a 26x(k-2) - b 1 6y(k-l)
- b26y(k-2)
(3.7)
As the sample frequency increases for a given signal
frequency, the sampled period becomes smaller, and the
sampled input values, x(k), become closer in value,
resulting in the 6x(k) values becoming smaller. The
magnitude of 6y(k) , therefore, becomes smaller as the
sample frequency increases. More internal precision is
required to distinguish between the y{k) values as the
sample frequency increases, due to the magnitude of the
y(k) values being so close together in magnitude.
The relationship of sample frequency with respect to a
given signal frequency also impacts the internal precision
requirements by forcing the poles of the transfer function,
H(z), towards the z

= l point in the z-plane as the sample

frequency increases. The transformation from the s-plane to
the z-plane is given by:

z = esT

( 3. 8)

By performing a series expansion of e sT , equation (3.8) can
be represented as:
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z

=

(sT) 2

(sT)

+ sT +

l

3

+
21

+ •••

( 3. 9)

31

Consider s = J Wsig• For J·w sig
. T<<l, z can be
approximated by:
0

z

=

1 + jw sig
. T

(3 .10)

Therefore, as T decreases in magnitude (sample frequency
increases) the poles of

H{z)

go towards the z

=1

point in

the z-plane.

Example 2: Consider the design of a digital Butterworth
filter, via the Bilinear transform, with a cutoff frequency
of lOOOhz and an order of 3. Using standard analog design
techniques, we find that the normalized frequency domain
transfer funtion, H(S), for a third-order Butterworth
filter is:

H(S)

1

=
s3

+ 2

s2

(3 .11)

+ 2

s +

1

Using the Bilinear transform, replace S with:

s

(l ' - z -1 )
=

.nco =

where •

nco

cot (wco T /2)

-1
(1 + z )
1

=

wco = 2000

normalized cutoff frequency

= 2 7Tfcutoff

(3.12)
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Assuming first a sample rate of lOkhz, replace

S

in

equation (3.11) with:

s =

This gives an

H ( z)

=

H(z)

(1
3.0776835 3 7

of

(z 3 + 3 z 2 + 3 z +1)

0.0180989
z3

z-1 )

1.76004 z

2

+ 1.182893 z - .278060

Now if we assume a sample rate of lOOkhz, we must replace S
with:

s

This produces an

= 31.82051595

H(z)

2.9146494e-5
H ( z)

of

(z 3 + 3 z 2 + 3 z + 1)

=

z 3 - 2.874356893 z 2 + 2.756483181 z - .88189313
whose poles are much closer to z

=

1 than the H(z) produced

with the lOkhz sample rate. Thus, as the sample frequency
increases with respect to a given signal frequency, the
poles tend to move together toward z = 1 in the z-plane. As
this occurs, the transfer function adds and subtracts
numbers that are closer together in magnitude, which

17
requires more internal precision in order to keep the
errors small. Coupled with the fact that as the sampled
period becomes smaller, the sampled data becomes closer in
value, a direct relationship can be seen between sample
frequency and internal precision.

IV. SIMULATION OF DIGITAL FILTERS
I

To determine the relationship between the number of
bits of internal precision, the number of bits of
input/output precision, and the ratio of sample frequency
to signal frequency, the error produced by changing these
variables must be known. These errors will be calculated by
simulating a variety of different filters.

Certain

assumptions are made:
1. Filters are realized as cascaded second order
sections. It is a well known fact that these
realizations reduce the filter sensitivity to
coefficient quantization, and are common practice in
all filter design. In a study by Jenkins and Leon [6],
it is concluded that the cascade forms tend to have
better overall quantization error performance than
parallel realizations.
2. The internal precision quantization performed is an
approximation to the actual quantization that is
carried out in hardware. The quantizations performed in
the simulations are implemented in fixed-point decimal
representation, which can be used to represent the
binary quantization usually found in hardware. The
18

19

relationship between these two types of quantization is
found in Table 1.
The simulation of the variation of internal precision
is performed via state variable models, which are generated
from filter models composed of second order sections. The
simulat i on is carried out by using a program written in
Basic and run on a VAX 11/780 at the Martin Marietta
Corporation Technical Computational Center. A baseline
simulation of each model, using double (64 bit) precision,
and a simulation of the model using the specified number of
bits of internal precision, in multiples of four bits, are
performed simultaneously. Multiples of four bits of
internal precision were chosen because often the hardware
to be selected varies from other hardware in intern a l
precision by multiples of four bits. For instance, a device
may be chosen which has twelve bits of internal precision
instead of a device which has eight bits of internal
precision.

After matrix coefficients are truncated to the

specified number of bits, the coefficients are multiplied
with the stored variables and input, and the sums of the
products are then quantized. The quantized output for a
selected internal precision is then compared against the 64
bit internal precision standard, and an error is produced
for each sample. An RMS error is calculated, using the
equation:

TABLE 1: CONVERSION OF BINARY QUANTIZATION TO
DECIMAL QUANTIZATION
NUMBER OF BINARY BITS

NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

2
2

7
8
9

3
3
3
4

10
11
12

4
4
4
5
5
5
6

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

6

20

6

21

7
7
7
7

22

23
24
25

8
8

26
27
28
29

8
9
9

30

9

31

10
10

32

20

21

err(n) 2 ) 0 • 5
~...........--.. .~

No.s
The program can write the actual error data and the model
output produced with the selected internal precision . to a
file to be plotted later. A listing of the program is found
in the Appendix.

V. RESULTS

The relationship between the order of the filter and
input/output precision and the number of bits of internal
precision carried was investigated by setting the sample
frequency for a Butterworth lowpass filter to ten times the
cutoff frequency and varying the order of the filter and
amount of internal precision used. For a given input/output
precision , there is little difference in the internal
precision required for a filter of even order, 2k, and a
filter of order 2k-l. As seen in Table 2, to add another
section of either first or second order to a filter of even
order requires about four more bits of internal precision
to meet the same input and output requirements.
The order of the sections in the implementation of a
digital filter can have an impact on the response of the
filter. Single-order, real pole sections are often placed
first, closest to the input, to reduce any ringing that
might occur in the response. To determine the effect of the
order of the sections on the relationship of internal
precision and input/output precision and the ratio of
sample frequency to signal frequency , a fifth-order
Butterworth lowpass filter was tested with the first-order
22

TABLE

2: EFFECT OF FILTER ORDER ON INTERNAL
PRECISON REQUIREMENTS
INTERNAL PRECISION REQUIRED

ORDER

8-BIT I/O

10-BIT I/O

12-BIT I/O

4

12.4

14.3

16.6

5

16.6

18.9

21.2

6

16.9

19.6

22.5

7

21.1

23.0

24.6

8

21.4

23.4

25.1

23

24
section first, and then retested with the first-order
section last, with sample frequecies five, ten, and twenty
times the filter cutoff frequency. For a given input/output
precision, such as 8, 10, or 12 bits, the internal
precision needed, for a particular sample frequency, was
within two bits regardless of whether the first-order
section was first or last. This seems to indicate that the
order of the sections in the filter implementation has
little to do with the relationship of the ratio of sample
frequency to signal frequency and internal precision and
input/output precision.
The type of state variable model used to implement the
second-order sections was varied to determine any impact on
the internal precision requirements. A typical quadratic
section of the cascaded successive integration state
variable model, as seen in Figure 8, was used to implement
a fifth-order Butterworth lowpass filter, and the response
was compared with the same filter being implemented using
the cascaded transformed variable quadratic sections, as
seen in Figure 9. The filter response in both
implementations revealed that there is very little
difference due to either state variable model.
Lowpass filters and bandpass filters had different
internal precision and input/output precision and sample
frequency relationships.

To evaluate the responses of the

25
·'. ( k )

fi g ure 8. Successive Integration State Variable Model

x(k)

Figure 9. Transformed Variable State Variable Model
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lowpass filters, a unit step input was used, while a
sinusoid of frequency equal to the center frequency of the
bandpass filter was used as the input to the bandpass
filters. Chebyshev and Butterworth filters were both used
to implement the bandpass and lowpass filters. Both the
bandpass and lowpass filters exhibit the general
characteristic expected; that is, increased sample
frequency requires a greater internal precision for a
specified input/output precision. The bandpass and lowpass
filters also require more internal precision for a given
sample frequency and input/output frequency as the order of
the filter becomes larger. Although lowpass filters require
less internal precision for a low sample frequency than the
same order bandpass filter, the internal precision
requirement for a given change in sample frequency
increases faster for a lowpass filter than a bandpass
filter. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the relationship
between the bandpass and lowpass filters for three
different input/output precisions, where:
Ch = Chebyshev Type
BW = Butterworth Type
BP

= Bandpass Filter

LP

=

Lowpass Filter
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VI. DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNAL PRECISION RELATIONSHIPS

The problem of deriving a quantitative relationship
relating internal precision and the ratio of sample
frequency to signal frequency and input/output precision
has been investigated by many papers for specific special
purpose cases. Others, such as Phillips and Nagle [7], in
their latest book, give a general, qualitative discussion
of the relationship, and address some of the factors
involved, such as the type of quantization used and its
order in the implementation. The object of this thesis is
not to derive an exact imperical relationship of this
relationship for every filter, but is rather to generate
some general guidelines in emperical or tabular form for
dete!rnining the required internal precision to meet
input/output accuracy specifications.
Several factors were investigated to determine their
effect on the internal precision requirements as related to
input/output accuracy specifications and the ratio of
sample frequency to signal frequency.

It was found that

the ordered sequence of the ·quadratic sections and the type
of the state variable model used to implement the filter
have little effect on the internal precision required. The
filter type and the number of quadratic sections used to
30

31

implement the model have a larger impact on the internal
precision requirements for a given input/output precision.
This relationship, previously demonstrated by figures 10,
11, and 12, can be approximated by a set of curves
described by emperical equations for the relationship
between input/output precision and internal precision and
the ratio of sample frequency and signal frequency.
The emperical approximation for lowpass filters is:
IP

=

8 + 4 Qs + 0.1 x + 2 (I0-8) -

{[6 + 2 Q

5

]

(x

where:

(20 - x) 2 /324} u (20 - x)
1

L

2, IO

L

,
(6.1)

8)

IP = number of bits of internal precision required
Q

5

= number of quadratic sections used in model

x = ratio of sample frequency to signal frequency
IO = number of bits of input/output precision
u1 (x) =unit step beginning at x = 0
The emperical approximation for bandpass filters is:
IP = 15 + 3 Q5 + 0.1 x + 2 (I0-8) {[6 + 2 Q 5 ]

(20 - x) 2 /324} u (20 - x)
1

(x

,

L 2·, IO L 8)

(6.2)

The relationships were constructed as a piece-wise
approximation to the actual curves, using insight provided
by Dr. Fredo. Simons, Jr., P.E. The region from a sample
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frequency to signal frequency ratio of twenty to a sample
f requecy to signal frequency ratio of 100 was approximated
as a straight line. A parabolic correction term was
subtracted for a sample frequency to signal frequency ratio
of greater than two or less than or equal to twenty.
Now, let us examine two examples, one a lowpass filter
and the other a bandpass filter, to check our
approximations.

Example 3; Consider a lowpass filter of order 3 (Q
s
I/O PREC.

FREQ. RATIO

ACTUAL IP REQ'D

= 2)

EQN. IP

8

20

17.8

18

8

10

13.7

13.9

10

20

20.2

20

10

10

16.5

15.9

12

20

22.5

22

12

10

18.4

17.9

Example 4; Consider a bandpass filter of order 6 (Q
s
I/O PREC.

FREQ. RATIO

ACTUAL IP REQ'D

=

3)

EQN. IP

8

20

25.4

26

8

10

22.1

22.3

10

20

26.6

28

10

10

24.0

24.3
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I/O PREC.

FREQ. RATIO

ACTUAL IP REQ'D

EQN. IP

12

20

27.8

30

12

10

25.4

26.3

As seen in columns three and four, the emperically derived
relationship gives an excellent approximation to the
experimentally determined results taken from figures 10,11,
and 12.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
There has been previous work performed to describe
qualitatively, and quantitatively for specific cases, the
relationship of input/output precision and internal
precision and the ratio of sample frequency to signal
frequency for digital models. Because the model must be
implemented using hardware which has a finite wordlength,
input quantization, coefficient quantization, and
arithmetic quantization errors have an effect on the
output. The internal precision requirements are affected by
the ratio of signal frequency to sample frequency in both
the time and frequency domains, such that as the ratio of
sample frequency to signal frequency increases, the number
of bits of internal precision required for a given
input/output precision increases.
A computer emulation was performed on lowpass and
bandpass filters, implemented with second-order sections,
of different orders and implementations to determine the
effect of varying the internal precision.

The order of the

sections and the type of state variable model had little
effect on the internal precision requirements, while the
number of quadratic sections had a larger effect. Lowpass
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and bandpass filters were found to have different internal
precision requirement characteristics.
Irnperical relationships were found for both lowpass and
bandpass filters, which formed the basis for the general
rules for establishing the approximate internal precision
needed for a given number of quadratic sections, sample
frequency to signal frequency ratio, and input/output
precision. Even though there still remains much theoretical
work to be developed in this area, and the predicted
internal precision requirements are not exact, they do
represent a place for the designer to begin when trying to
determine the number of bits of internal precision needed
for a particular application.
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from
this work is that one can establish internal precision
requirements for digital dynamic hardware based on the key
parameters of input/output accuracy specifications and the
ratio of sample frequency to signal frequency, along with
an organized relationship of filter types and orders. The
limited investigation and results of this thesis serves
clearly to demonstrate the feasability of an extended study
to completely characterize all the general classes of
digital dynamic hardware that designers may be called on to
build. From a compiled and well organized reference of
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these characteristics, designers could quickly determine
the internal precision, and thus the cost, of proposed
designs. Such a capability would compare to the extensive
electric filter references that have been compiled with
great effort and cost.

APPENDIX

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
3eo
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540

rem*************************************************
rem***
rem*** THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO SEE THE RELATIONrem*** SHIP BETWEEN INTERNAL PRECISION AND THE
rem*** SAMPLE FREQ. TO SIGNAL FREQ. RATIO.
rem***
rem*** WRITTEN BY JAMES KIRKWOOD
rem*** AUGUST 1,1985
rem*** PROJECT FOR EEL 6595
rem*** UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
rem***
rem*************************************************
declare double y(lOOOOO), yb(lOOOOO), baserr(lOOOOO)
rem*************************************************
rem***
rem*** DETERMINE HOW MUCH PRECISION TO ALLOW IN THE
rem*** CALCULATIONS
rem***
rem*************************************************
print "how many bits (multiples of 4) of internal ";
input "precision";numbit$
if numbit$="0" then ntrun=O
if numbit$="4" then ntrun=l
if numbit$="8" then ntrun=3
if numbit$="12 then ntrun=4
if numbit$="16 then ntrun=5
if numbit$="20 then ntrun=6
if numbit$="24 then ntrun=7
·if numbit$="28 then ntrun=9
if numbit$~"32 then ntrun=lO
rem*************************************************
rem***
rem*** INPUT THE SAMPLE FREQ. AND THE TYPE OF
rem*** RESPONSE DESIRED
/
rem***
rem*************************************************
input 'what is the sample freq. in hz';fs
fsdim%=int(fs+l)
dim x(fsdim%)
input "do you want the step or sine response";a$
if a$="step" or a$="STEP" then goto 520
input 'what is the freq. of the sine fun.';sinefq
for i = 2 to f sdim%
x(i) = 1/2
next i
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550 rem*************************************************
560 rem***
570 rem*** SET UP TESTER.OUT AS THE OUTPUT FILE WHICH
580 rem*** WILL CONTAIN THE TELLAGRAF COMMANDS TO BE
590 rem*** USED TO DRAW THE GRAPHS
600 rem***
610 rem*************************************************
620 open "tester.out" for output as file #1%
630 b$='"TIME"'
640 c$=' "MAGNITUDE"' .
650 d$='"RESPONSE"'
660 y$='"SAMPLE FREQ. IS ";fs'
670 z$='"NUMBER OF BITS IS ";numbit$'
680 print #1%,"GENERATE A PLOT."
690 rem print #1%,"X AXIS LOG."
700 print #1%,"X AXIS LABEL ";b$;"."
710 print #1%,"Y AXIS LABEL ";c$;"."
720 rem print #1%,"TITLE" ;y$;" ";z$
730 print #1%,"INPUT DATA."
740 print #1%,c$
750 rem***************************************************
760 rem***
770 rem*** THIS SECTION CONTAINS THE CONSTANTS WHICH ARE
780 rem*** USED IN THE STATE VARIABLE MODEL
790 rem***
800 rem***************************************************
810 p=7.627458580e-6 \w=(fix(p*lOAntrun))/lOAntrun
820 rem 11=0 \yl=O \12=0 \y2=0 \13=0 \y3=0 \14=0 \y4=0
830 rem 15=0 \y5=0 \16=0 \y6=0 \18=0 \y8=0
840 rem . 17=-.9864564404 \y7=(fix(l7*10Antrun))/10Antrun
850 rem 19=(1+17)*p \y9=(fix((l+y7)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
860 rem kl=O \xl=O \k2=0 \x2=0 \k3=0 \x3=0 \k4=0 \x4=0
870 rem k5=0 \x5=0 \k6=0 \x6=0 \k8=0 \x8=0
880 rem k7=.9390424618 \x7=(fix(k7*10Antrun))/10Antrun
890 rem k9=(1+k7)*p \x9=(fix((l+x7)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
900 rem jl=O \wl=O \j2=0 \w2=0 \j3=0 \w3=0 \j4=0 \w4=0
910 rem j5=-.8928792049 \w5=(fix(j5*10Antrun))/10Antrun
920 rem j6=0 \w6=0
930 rem j7=1+j5 \w7=(fix(j7*10Antrun))/10Antrun \j8=0 \w8=0
940 rem j9=(1+j5)*p \w9=(fix((l+w5)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
950 rem fl=O \rl=O \f2=0 \r2=0 \f 3=0 \r3=0 \f 4=0 \r4=0
960 rem fS=.1581529410 \r5=(fix(f5*10Antrun))/10Antrun
970 rem f6=0 \r6=0
980 rem f7=2+f5 \r7=(fix(f7*10Antrun))/10Antrun \f8=0 \r8=0
990 rem f9=(1+f5)*p \r9=(fix((l+r5)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
1000 rem dl=O \ql=O \d2=0 \tj2=0
1010 rem d3=-.1302412435 \q3=(fix(d3*10Antrun))/10Antrun
1020 rem d4=0 \q4=0
1030 rem d5=1+d3 \q5=(fix(d5*10Antrun))/10Antrun \d6=0 \q6=0
1040 rem d7=d5 \q7=q5 \d8=0 \q8=0
1050 rem d9=(1+d3)*p \q9=(fix((l+q3)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
1060 cl=O \pl=O \c2=0 \p2=0
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1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580

c3=.9814054645 \p3=(fix(c3*10Antrun))/10Antrun
rem c4=1 \p4=1
rem c5=2+c3 \p5=(fix(c5*10Antrun))/10Antrun
rem c6=0 \p6=0 \c7=c5 \p7=p5 \c8=0 \p8=0
c9=(1+c3)*p \p9=(fix((l+p3)*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
bl=-.9814207194 \nl=(fix(bl*lOAntrun))/lOAntrun
b2=0 \n2=0
b3=l+bl \n3=(fix(b3*10Antrun))/10Antrun
rem b4=0 \n4=0
rem b5=b3 \n5=n3
rem b6=0 \n6=0 \b7=b3 \n7=n3 \b8=0 \n8=0
b9=b3*p \n9=(fix(n3*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
al=l.978139128 \ml=(fix(al*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
a2=1 \m2=1
a3=2+al \m3=(fix(a3*10Antrun))/10Antrun \a4=0 \m4=0
rem a5=a3 \m5=m3
rem a6=0 \m6=0 \a7=a3 \m7=m3 \a8=0 \m8=0
a9=a3*p \m9=(fix(m3*w*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
gl=l \zl=l
g2=0 \z2=0
g3=1 \z3=1 \g4=0 \z4=0
rem g5=1 \z5=1 \g6=0 \z6=0 \g7=0 \z7=0 \g8=0 \z8=0
hl=l*p \h2=w
x(l)=0.5
rem*************************************************
rem***
rem*** THIS SECTION PERFORMS THE EVALUATION OF THE
rem*** STATE VARIABLE MODEL TO DETERMINE THE OUTPUT.
rem***
rem*************************************************
for k = 1 to fsdim%/2
if a$="step" or a$="STEP" goto 1410
x(k) = .5*sin(2*pi*sinefq*k/fsdim%)
rem print x(k)
v8b2=ll*vlbl + 12*v2bl + 13*v3bl + 14*v4bl + 15*v5bl
v8b2=v8b2 + 16*v6bl + 17*v7bl · + 18*v8bl + 19*x(k)
v82=yl*vll+y2*v21+y3*v31+y4*v41+y5*v51+y6*v61+y7*v71
v82=(fix((v82+y8*v81+y9*x(k))*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
v7b2=kl*vlbl + k2*v2bl + k3*v3bl + k4*v4bl + k5*v5bl
v7b2=v7b2 + k6*v6bl + k7*v7bl + k8*v8bl + k9*x(k)
v72=xl*vll+x2*v21+x3*v31+x4*v41+x5*v51+x6*v61+x7*v71
v72=(fix((v72+x8*v81+x9*x(k))*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
v6b2=jl*vlbl + j2*v2bl + j3*v3bl + j4*v4bl + j5*v5bl
v6b2=v6b2 + j6*v6bl + j7*v7bl + j8*v8bl + j9*x(k)
v62=wl*vll+w2*v21+w3*v3l+w4*v4l+w5*v51+w6*v61+w7*v71
v62=(fix((v62+w8*v81+w9.* x(k))*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
v5b2=fl*vlbl + f2*v2bl + f3*v3bl + f4*v4bl + f5*v5bl
v5b2=v5b2 + f6*v6bl + f7*v7bl + f8*v8bl + f9*x(k)
v52=rl*vll+r2*v21+r3*v31+r4*v41+r5*v51+r6*v61+r7*v71
v52=(fix((v52+r8*v8l+r9*x(k))*l0Antrun))/10Antrun
v4b2=dl*vlbl + d2*v2bl + d3*v3bl + d4*v4bl + d5*v5bl
v4b2=v4b2 + d6*v6bl + d7*v7bl + d8*v8bl + d9*x(k)
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1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1 770
1 780
1 790
1 800
1 810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
2000
20 1 0
202 0
2030
2040
2 050
2 0 60
20 70
2080

v42=ql*vll+q2*v21+q3*v3l+q4*v41+q5*v51 +q6*v61+q7
v42=(fix((v42+q8*v81+q9*x(k))*l0Ant run ))/10An r
v3b2=cl*vlbl + c2*v2bl + c3*v3bl + c4 *v4bl + c5 · s
v3b2=v3b2 + c6*v6bl + c7*v7bl + c8*v8bl + c9*x(
v32=pl*vll+p2*v21+p3*v31+p4*v41+p5*v5 1+p6 *v61+p7
v32=(fix((v32+p8*v81+p9*x(k))*l0Antr un))/10Antr
v2b2=bl*vlbl + b2*v2bl + b3*v3bl + b4* v4bl + bS
v2b2=v2b2 + b6*v6bl + b7*v7bl + b8*v8bl + b9*x
v22=nl*vll+n2*v21+n3*v3l+n4*v41+n5*v51+n6 *v61+n7
v22=(fix((v22+n8*v81+n9*x(k))*l0Antrun ))/10Antr n
vlb2=al*vlbl + a2*v2bl + a3*v3bl + a4* v4bl + a
5
vlb2=vlb2 + a6*v6bl + a7*v7bl + a8*v8bl + a 9*x
v12=ml*vll+m2*v21+m3*v3l+m4*v41+m5*v51+m6*v61+ 7*
v12=(fix((v12+m8*v81+m9*x(k))*l0Ant run ))/10Antr
yb(k)=gl*vlbl + g2*v2bl + g3*v3bl + g4*v4bl + g5
yb(k)=yb(k) + g6*v6bl + g7*v7bl + 98* v 8bl + p*x (
y(k)=zl*vll+z2*v21+z3*v3l+z4*v4 1+z5* v 51+z 6*v61+z7* , 1
y(k)=(f~x((y(k)+z8*v81+w*x(k))*l0Antrun))/10•ntr

baserr(k)=abs(y(k)-yb(k))
rem********************************* **********
rem***
rem*** THE VARIABLES ARE UPDATED HERE !!!!!
rem***
rem**********************.************'** ** *'*** ··
vlbl=vlb2
v2bl=v2b2
v3bl=v3b2
v4bl=v4b2
v5bl=vS.b2
v6bl=v6b2
v7bl=v7b2
v8bl=v8b2
vl l = v12
v21 = v22
v31 = v32
v4 1 = v42
v51 = v52
v61 = v62
v71 - v72
v81 = v82
serr=serr + ((baserr ( k )) A2 )
next k
rmserr = sqr(serr/(fsdim%/2 ))
pr i nt "the RMS ERROR va lue is "; r mse rr
rem goto 1720
rem******************************** *****
rem***
rem.*** PRINT THE OUTPUT RESPONS.E, VAL UES
ID
rem*** REMAINDER OF THE TELLAGRAF co
DS ........... rem*** TESTER.OUT
.2 0 90
rem***
2100 rem****************************** ** * *****
2110 x%=(fsdim% <= 250 }

*
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2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440

if x%=-1% then incr%=1% else incr%=int(fsdim%/250)
for k = 1 to f sdim%/2 step incr%
print #1%, k;" ";
print #1% using "###.##########", y(k)
next k
print #1%,"END OF DATA."
print #1%,"CURVE 1,TEXTURE 1."
print #1%,"TITLE TEXT."
print #1%,d$
print #1%,"go."
rem*************************************************
rem***
rem*** WRITE THE INFORMATION FOR THE ERROR PLOT INTO
rem*** TESTER.OUT

rem***
rem*************************************************
print #1%,"generate a plot."
rem print #1%,"x axis log."
print #1%,"x axis label 'TIME'."
print #15>o,"y axis label 'ERROR ' "
print #1%,"input data."
print #1%,"'ERROR'"
for k = 1 to f sdim%/2 step incr%
print #1%,k;" ";
print #1% using "###.##########",baserr(k)
next k
print #1%,"end of data."
print #1%,"curve 1,texture 1."
print #1%,"title text."
print #1%,"'error'"
print #1% , "go."
close #1%
end
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